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This article is an open letter to American Christian leaders who support the state of Israel, and it is a

call to a serious contemplation and subsequent action.

By Jana Bennun, israelinewslive.org                                                                              February 8, 2023

Israel’s newly formed right wing government is an attack on basic human rights and on democracy in

general.  Israel – the only democracy in the Middle East is a phrase that was used on many occasions by

Benjamin Netanyahu when he was soliciting American politicians for the unconditional support of Israel.

The famous phrase was often parroted in Christian pulpits and used as an icing on a cake by Christian

pastors who preached unreserved love and support of the political State of Israel.

Israel’s newly formed right wing government is an attack on basic human rights and on democracy in general.
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 American support of the Jewish State has its roots in futuristic, dispensational interpretation of biblical

prophecy so prevalent among the United States Christians, however, Israel being a supposed democracy

with equal rights for all – was indeed an icing on a cake. If one disagrees with the prophecy interpretation,

there is always the “Israel is the only democracy in the Middle East” line that would surely make a freedom

loving American give a thumb up for �nancial and moral support of The State.

 In truth, Benjamin Netanyahu did us all a favor. He removed the icing from the cake, and we can now see

the true ingredients of what’s in the baked goods.

 In other words- the plan for the Israeli religious dictatorship was there all along -wrapped in a sweet,

delicious democracy line, only to be unleashed as most rigid, ultra-religious Talmudic dictatorship.

On My 9, 2014, Israel National News posted an article in which it was revealed that Netanyahu promised

haredi Likud leaders that the Talmudic law will become the law of the land once Israel will be o�cially

announced as the “Jewish State”.  (That happened in 2018 with the help of then President Donald Trump

and his evangelical Christian base).

Article states that “the new law also would establish the Talmud, the core work of the Jewish law, as an

o�cial basis for Israeli state law”.

 Further, the article quotes direct words of Netanyahu where he states: “I am going to personally be involved

in the law de�ning the state of Israel as the nation-state of the Jewish people…It is a very important law that

will in�uence how Israel will look in the future…I want to anchor in this law, that it will be a Basic Law that the

state of Israel arose and exists on the basis of the Torah and the Jewish tradition”.

Netanyahu continued:

“We will de�ne in the law the Gemara as a basis for the Israeli legal system…the existence of the State of

Israel as a Jewish state does not actualize itself enough in our Basic Laws, which is what the proposed law

aims to �x.”

Source: Netanyahu Promises Talmud Will Be Israeli Law

 Nine years later, Netanyahu did not disappoint, he ful�lled the promise to the haredi Likud leaders.
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He formed his new ultra-nationalist, ultra-religious government and gave the ruling power to the most

ruthless hands of men with the violent, and racist past who justify their abhorrent actions with the religious

beliefs rooted in Talmud.

An article published in 2017 by Haaretz informed about the proposed bill in Israel to expand Rabbinical

court’s jurisdiction powers. It says:

“The government unveiled a new bill that would grant rabbinical courts authority to adjudicate in civil

disputes. According to the bill, rabbinical courts will be able to hold hearings and issue decisions in

accordance with Jewish religious law…the bill would grant rabbinical courts the authority to adjudicate

disputes and not merely act as arbitrators. That means rabbinical courts would have the authority to

con�scate property, compel witnesses to appear and give testimony, impose temporary bands on leaving

Israel and other temporary bans.”

Source: Israeli Government Promotes Bill to Expand Rabbinical Courts’ Jurisdiction Powers

The newly formed Netanyahu’s government is doing just that- giving powers to the rabbinical courts and

weakening the established judicial courts that guaranteed equality for all under the Israeli law.

On January 4, 2023, the AP news article warned that the new Netanyahu’s government aims to weaken the

country’s Supreme Court. Once the Supreme Court is weak, it will have no ability to overrule the decisions

made by the rabbinical courts.

Source: Israel’s new government unveils plan to weaken Supreme Court

The Times of Israel article published the warning  of the Tel Aviv mayor Ron Huldai that Israel is changing

from democracy to a fascist theocracy. He says:

“That’s the story of Israel being turned into a theocracy…we are going to be a Halachic state.” (Jewish

religious state)

Source: Tel Aviv mayor warns Israel heading toward a fascist theocracy

 The newspaper Haaretz published another article on February 6, 2023, explaining that the newly formed
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Israeli far-right government wants to establish fully patriarchal rules and is misogynistic.

Source: Israel’s New Netanyahu-led Misogynistic Government

Another Haaretz article explains how the new rabbinic court will have the power to install a gender

segregation in the public sphere and other acts against women:

“Increasing the powers of religious courts that discriminate against women, increasing gender segregation

in the public sphere, and resisting initiatives combating violence against women in the name of male

authority in the home – these are only some of the hallmarks of the incoming coalition’s agenda.”

Source:

Catholic online magazine Crux published an article on December 12, 2022, explaining that few Christian

leaders did indeed warn Netanyahu about anti-Christian forces in his newly formed coalition. This did not

prevent Netanyahu to consider replacing the members of his coalition which only proves his pre meditated

intent to install religious dictatorship in the state of Israel. Considering that the Christians of United

States were the most dedicated supporters of the state of Israel-to the point of aiding Donald Trump in

declaration of the Jewish State in 2018 and bringing an American embassy to Jerusalem –Netanyahu’s

actions should be considered an ultimate betrayal. The top Christian leader, Mr. Buehler expressed his

concerns when speaking to about 180 Christian reporters in Jerusalem:

“Christians are a little bit concerned about some of the coalition partners that are coming into the

government who have said some not nice things about the Christians in the past.”

Mr. Buehler was aiming particularly at the member of Netanyahu’s coalition by name Itamar Ben-Gvir who is
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the head of Israel’s far right “Jewish Power” party. Ben-Gvir is known for his violent protests against

Christians and his suggestion that Israel should expel entire Christian population.

Source: Christian leader warns Netanyahu about anti-Christian forces in new government

Itamar Ben-Gvir is also known as an avid supporter and follower of the now deceased rabbi Meir Kahane, a

Jewish supremacist, and a founder of the Kach political party in Israel which won its Knesset seat in 1984.

 Kahane was active also in the United States and he founded the Jewish defense league in New York- which

FBI designated as a terrorist organization. It is interesting to note that later, in 1985 Israel banned the

Kach party due to its racist, violent, and anti-democratic platform, only to be resurrected by Netanyahu in

2022 by allowing the supporters of Kahane values to rule Israeli people.  The actions of Benjamin

Netanyahu should be considered a crime against humanity.  

The following article published in Institute for Middle East Understanding (IMEU) should be a mandatory

study for all Christians in the Unites States and allover the world. It is exposing the true nature and intent

of the extremist religious Zionists who justify their ideology and actions with the Talmudic writings they

follow. Those very extremists are now a reigning kings in Netanyahu’s government. For example, In the

article it states:

“Kahane…while in the Knesset in the 1980’s, he introduced a set of proposed laws which read in part:”

“non- Jews will be obligated to assume duties, taxes, and slavery. If he does not agree to taxes and slavery,

he will be deported.”

“A non-Jew will not live within the jurisdiction of the city of Jerusalem.”

“A non-Jew who has a marital relationship with the Jew is liable to 50 years in prison. A Jewish prostitute or

a Jewish male who has an affair with a non- Jewish male is sentenced to 5 years in prison.”

“Non-Jews in the state of Israel will be without any national rights and without any part in political

proceedings in the State of Israel. A non-Jew will not be able to be appointed to any position of authority

and will not be able to vote in elections to the Knesset or to any other state or public body.”

“Prohibition on intermarriage -Jewish citizens of the country are not allowed to marry non-Jews, both in
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Israel and abroad. Such intermarriage will not be recognized as marriage at all.”

“Jews of the state of Israel are not allowed to have full or partial marital relations of any kind with non-Jews,

even outside of marriage. Anyone breaching this section is liable to imprisonment for two years.”

“Separation at beaches-Separate beaches will be established for Jews and non-Jews. A person of one

people found on the beach destined for the member of the second people will be subject to six months

imprisonment.”

Again , it is of outmost importance that the following published article by the IMEU is studied in detail by all

American Christians. All the facts published need to be examined and considered and the names noted –

as they are a part of Netanyahu’s picks that will have a tremendous power over the people of Israel.  

Source: Fact Sheet: Meir Kahane & The Extremist Kahanist Movement

Another of the leaders in the “Jewish Power” that Netanyahu is partnering with is the man by name Benzi

Gosptein. Gopstein is known for his anti-Arab (anti-gentile) sentiments, calling Palestinians a “cancer that

has metastasized everywhere”, he is against intermarriage between Jews and non-Jews, against any

business relationship between the Jews and non-Jews, and outright hatred toward Christians. As the

following Haaretz article recorded back in 2015, Goldstein called the Christians “bloodsucking vampires.”

Source: Jewish Extremists’ Leader: Christians Are ‘Blood Sucking Vampires’ Who Should Be Expelled From

Israel

It is important that the American Christians get educated on the extremist Talmudic views on the “gentiles”.

It is a gross mistake to believe that any reference to “Palestinians” is aimed only on Palestinian population

of Israel. American Christians are brainwashed by their leaders to believe that every Palestinian is a terrorist

and when the remarks made against Palestinians by Israel’s Talmudic extremists are fully justi�ed.  Majority

of the Christian population of United States is completely ignorant of the fact that anti-Arab sentiments of

the  religious radicals in Israel is equally transferable to any non-Jew living inside or outside Israel – even a

Christian. Whatever speeches and sentiments that Christians justify regarding Palestinians can easily apply

to any Christian or any non-Jew. Right now, it is “Palestinians”, tomorrow it will be “the Christians”. Sadly,

Benjamin Netanyahu is allowing those very extremists to be in his coalition and soon decide the path that

Israel will take.  
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There could be a lot more to write about the details of the newly formed Talmudic theocracy that has

formed in Israel. One very important fact that American Christians need to remember is that whatever Israel

does is affecting the United States as a country. Many states in USA are passing bills to make any criticism

of Israel and the Jews or Jewish religion a felony. This constant rede�nition of who is to be labeled as anti-

Semite is a desperate attempt by the ruling powers to silence any brave souls who would dare to speak out

against the extreme religious tyranny that could potentially affect American lives.

Many Chabad rabbis, who are in�uencers of our politicians, are proselyting for the Noahide Laws for the

gentiles. The Noahide Laws are already a part of the Public Laws in the United States and especially

promoted in our public-school education system.

 Noahide promoting rabbi Yakov Dovid Cohen is  proudly displaying the Public Law 102-14 on his website

Noahide.org:

Source: Public Law 102-14,H.J. Res 104 Education Day USA

According to Judaism, the Noahide laws are a mandatory requirement for all gentiles and are found in its

fulness in the Babylonian Talmud. One of the seven laws is the prohibition of idolatry, while the prominent

rabbis and scholars of Judaism interpret basic tenets of Christianity as an idolatry. The punishment for

transgression of any of the Noahide Laws is death by beheading as noted in the following Jewish

Encyclopedia:

“…the punishment meted out to a Noachid for the transgression of any of the seven laws is decapitation ,

the least painful of the four modes of execution of criminals.”

Source: LAWS, NOACHIAN:

In fact, the Jerusalem Post published an article on March 31, 2016, reporting that an Israeli Chief rabbi

Yitzhak Yosef said:

“According to Jewish law, it is forbidden for a non-Jew to live in the land of Israel-unless he has accepted

the seven Noahide laws.”

The Jerusalem Post continues to report:
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“Yosef said explicitly that a non-Jew who does abide by the Noahide law is permitted to live in the land of

Israel. Saying that such people will be assistants and helpers (whitewashed terms for slaves) of the

Jewish people.”

Source: Non-Jews in Israel must keep Noahide laws, chief rabbi says

Particularly upsetting is recent WND article that describes a whistleblower Kyle Seraphin saying that there is

a document from the FBI Richmond’s �eld o�ce that there is a plan to declare Christians in the United

States as “criminals and potential terrorists”.

Source:

Such sentiments as describe in the above-mentioned article are the ones that the Talmudic religious

Zionists are propagating in Israel against Christians and as the solution to the “crime of Christianity” they

propose acceptance of the seven Noahide laws.  The fact that the Noahide laws are already in the public
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law system in the United States should be a red �ag for every Christian in America.

Majority of American pastors are not going to speak up against the Talmudic tyranny happening in Israel,

nor will they protest the Noahide Laws promoted in our public law system.  It is due to their religious

conditioning based on the false doctrine of Christian dispensationalism that calls for unconditional support

of the state of Israel citing various Old Testament verses. In fact, many of the pastors have formed

numerous bridges with the Talmudic rabbis and they are promoting rabbinic interpretations of biblical

prophecies.  Therefore, it is necessary for every Christian to examine their own doctrinal beliefs and

scrutinize them in the light of the fact that the dispensational Christianity entered United States only at the

beginning of the last century and arose at the same time as did the Zionist movement and its call for the

creation of the state of Israel. Until then, the dispensational doctrines were practically unknown to

Christianity as a whole.

The success of Benjamin Netanyahu would not be possible without the extraordinary support from

American Christian leaders who still either can’t, or don’t want to understand the difference between the

interpretation of the Christian Old Testament and the Talmud and the difference between Judaism as is

described by the rabbis who support and form the Jewish state, and Christianity.

I often wonder, whether it is by pure ignorance, or by deliberate design – the idiosyncratic call for the blind

support of the Jewish state by the American Christian leaders – all the while they portray themselves as the

lovers of liberty and freedom of speech, patriots, lovers of Christ and His values. Is this just a pure lip

service and aberrant hypocrisy, or a complete intellectual inability to understand the core-the very soul of

what it means to be a Christian?

I propose, it is a misinterpretation of biblical prophecy and a sellout.  A huge sellout, not only of millions of

�ocks who follow them, but of Christ Himself. It is also an insult on our intelligence, insult on our very soul,

of who we are as followers of Christ.

The American Christian leaders – the men and women who so bravely and rightfully so, gave their voices in

warnings against religious extremism of people of the Muslim faith are the very ones who shamefully

overlook the dangers of the forming of a religious extremist Talmudic state, the ones who stand with the

oppressor and are not the voice for the oppressed.

 If they truly loved the Jews as their lips so often declare if they honestly had the American values of
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freedom – they could not possibly fail to notice the birth of the monstrous beast and give it such sheer

sustenance by calling on millions to give it a life.

American pastors give unconditional support to theocratic dictatorship that is based not on Christ’s law of

love, not even on a secular democracy, but on a Jewish religious law of Talmud. They have sold out the New

Testament, the faith, the people who follow them, their own country and Christ Himself.

American Christians, where are your outcries? Where are your concerns? Did you forget, it was the

rabbinical courts that condemned Christ to death? Did you forget His warning? “If they persecuted Me, they

would also persecute you” (John 15:20-21)

By Jana Bennun

Filed Under: Op Ed, Opinion

Janet Cadieux says

February 12, 2023 at 12:17 am

Wow, great article! Puts it all into perspective. Thanks for all your hard work. I am keeping this for

reference!

Reply

Brenda J Jones says

February 12, 2023 at 3:00 am

Excellent, and well documented. American Christians NEED To know these truths of what is going
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on, how we’ve been/are being enslaved to this evil system. American Christians ALSO Need to

understand that there is a MAJOR Difference between the Torah, the Law created/written by God,

and the Talmud, the Law created/written by men. In Israel the Talmud is typically referred to as

“The Oral Torah”. We Gentiles have never been taught anything about the Talmud. We only know

about the Torah, God’s Holy Law. I, myself, when I �rst started hearing the word “Talmud”, some 8

or 9 years ago, thought it was another word for the Torah!! How was I supposed to know it was

something else altogether!! Yet, once I learned about this Talmud, I was FINALLY ABLE To

understand WHY Jesus Christ said the things he did to the Jewish “Teachers of the Law”, as we

see in Mark chapter 7. I was �nally able to know what the “traditions of men” were, that were being

taught and forced on the Jewish people, that Jesus Christ condemned. Today, 2,000 years later,

the Talmud rules again as “the Law”. American Christians need to know these things, know the

difference.

Reply

Monica Wahkström says

February 12, 2023 at 5:54 am

Tack Janna för din forskning om Noahide lagarna. Ni är i mina böner om Herren Jesu Kridti

beskydd, över era liv och tjänst för honom, till Herren.

Reply

Isaak Banman says

February 12, 2023 at 12:09 pm

The Babylonian Talmudism Noahide Law to me is the little horn full of eyes written by Daniel 7:

and the little horn breaks out 3 horns. Which I think is 3 religions. Or 3 powers. Fascism, Nacyism,

Communism. A new power arises. The Little Horn. Ruling The World.
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Reply

Patricia Ragan says

February 12, 2023 at 1:35 pm

These are hard verses unless we are totally sold out to Christ:

MATTHEW 5:44 But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to

them that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and persecute you;

LUKE6: 28 Bless them that curse you, and pray for them which despitefully use you.

ROMANS 12:14 Bless them which persecute you; bless, and curse not.

2 CORINTHIANS 4:9 Persecuted, but not forsaken; cast down, but not destroyed;

GALATIONS 4:29 But as then he that was born after the �esh persecuted him that was born after

the Spirit, even so it is now.

1 THESSALONIANS 2:15 Who both killed the Lord Jesus, and their own prophets, and have

persecuted us; and they please not God, and are contrary to all men;

Bless them ACCORDING TO GOD’S WILL.

Reply

Susan says

February 12, 2023 at 2:44 pm

Jana,

Blessings in Jesus Christ our Lord. So glad you’re back. Thank you for this article. Will forward it to

some pastors. My questions to pastors will be, Has the Christian Church been lied to? Have

Christian pastors been deceived and in turn deceived their congregations and listeners?

I was indoctrinated since I was a little girl to support Israel. Seventy years later, I’m still trying

to clear up my thinking on all this, with the Lord’s help.

God bless you and Steven.
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Reply

HUGHENA DA SILVA says

February 12, 2023 at 2:52 pm

Thank you Jana. I pray this article will reach far and wide and the eyes of many will be opened.

Reply

Ms RENEE M MORAND says

February 12, 2023 at 5:45 pm

I thank The Lord Jesus working in You, Jana, for this “Brilliant Article” Many Blessings to you,

Steven & your family! B’Shem Yeshua H’Mashiach! AMN!

Reply

Teresa says

February 12, 2023 at 7:27 pm

Thank you Jana for all the great research you do and for passing it on to us. If it were not for you I

would have never known the truth of the Noahide laws. May God bless you and protect you and

your family.

Reply
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Gary Cates says

February 12, 2023 at 7:29 pm

Excellent , thank you Jana. Look at the bright side. When Jesus comes back there will be no more

‘jews” .On every occasion he spoke to or about these people he called them the synagogue of

saton, sons of the devil ect. The covenant people are those Jesus spoke of in Math. 15:24 . Jesus

knew where he was and to whom he was speaking when he said those words. The so called lost

ten tribes were never lost ! They are the anglosaxon germanic and scandinavian people. Those of

Gen 17 that were to go forth and bless all the other peoples of the earth. They did that. Have you

ever seen a jew hand out Christian tracks ?

Reply

William Jaroske says

February 12, 2023 at 7:38 pm

Vatican says there are limits to individual human freedoms and freedom of choice is not absolute.

The Noahide Laws are incumbent on all of humanity. The Noahide Laws come from the Bible

books of Genesis 9:9-12 and Acts 15:28-29

The Vatican stated that the Noahide Laws come from the Biblical books of Acts and Genesis, we

prove below this is not true from the Bible books themselves and from scholarly Jewish sources

Genesis does not delineate the whole of Noahide Law

Acts does not enumerate all the Noahide Laws

The Noahide Laws come from the Talmud, not the Bible according to the 1906 Jewish

Encyclopedia.

The notion that Israel will be head of the New World Order is almost alarming itself. The Question
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remains of who or what controls Israel? If you look at the history of the RCC and the Vatican. How

it accepted blatant paganism of heathen worship. The Roman Catholic Church did not give us the

bible as it incorrectly claims. Do all roads lead to Rome after all. What resides in Rome is you will

�nd Vatican City which is home to the Roman Catholic Church.

The thing that is really alarming is an estimated 28,000 pastors were recruited by FEMA/DHS, as

part of the Clergy Response Team, and . . . their initial and primary training was to tell their �ock to

obey DHS/FEMA. How sad can it be when many don’t remember what happened what went on

during hurricane Katrina in New Orleans. No one wants to even Mention the actions of the Vatican

and the RCC. I worry more about the controlled opposition and the repeated Clown world rhetoric

that gets repeated ad ad hominem.

Reply

Hélène says

February 12, 2023 at 9:03 pm

Ppl just seem to not be able to understand these articles. Ppl seem to have sunk to a 4th grade

reading level. Even those older ppl who had a still fairly decent education. They seem to have been

drugged or something and their brains don’t work.

To try to get ppl to see the Talmud is EVIL and not Torah, that Israel is kabal now, not Jewish, is

like trying to get a camel thru a needle eye, eh? They can not reason and understand these overt

articles; they just repeat their mantras, learned well and rewarded.

It’s hard being the person that sees in a world full of blinded ppl in charge—and in the grocery

store and workplace, to say nothing if Believers Who Should Know Better!!

Reply

Tracy Shepard says

February 13, 2023 at 2:25 am
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Thank you for all your help in knowing the truth. Great article and truly appreciate the love you give

in your ministry. God bless and keep you in all your ways.

Reply

Richard Davidson says

February 13, 2023 at 5:25 pm

Thank you both for your courageous exposure of Babylon rising in Jerusalem and around the

world. It looks like Judgment time has arrived in the world (Matt. 24; Jer. 50-51) and Israel (Zech.

12-14) before the pre-Advent, Davidic Kingdom of Ezekiel 37:21-28; Amos 9:9-15 arrives. In

Yeshua’s Name, Amen

Reply

Pat Ashcraft says

February 13, 2023 at 11:33 pm

Thanks for the information. I just canceled my subscription with Galilee Green. I’ve gotten olive oil

from them for years but I don’t want to support a business that will be part of this nwo.
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He formed his new ultra-nationalist, ultra-religious government and gave the ruling power to the most ruthless

hands of men with the violent, and racist past who justify their abhorrent actions with the religious beliefs

rooted in Talmud.
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